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			 Predictions & Betting Tips

                    If you are looking for free betting tips, then you’ve come to the right place. Our experienced experts research the matches and come up with predictions based on the latest stats and team news. Match previews from over 100 football leagues and competitions.

                    If you are looking for free betting tips, then you’ve come to the right place. Our experts research the matches and come up with predictions based on the latest stats and team news. Match previews from over 100 leagues.
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			 Starting Lineups

                    We cover over 100 football leagues, with readers able to access confirmed lineups for the upcoming matches along with substitutes. Well in advance of kick-off, there’s also the chance to see predicted lineups that are based on previous starting 11s and the latest team news.

                     We cover over 100 football leagues, with readers able to access confirmed lineups for the upcoming matches. Well in advance of kick-off, there’s also the chance to see predicted lineups that are based on the latest team news.
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			 Injuries & Suspensions

			 		We provide up-to-date information when it comes to injuries and suspensions. You can find out the latest bans along with the injury news which is going to give you the best possible knowledge when it comes to each match.

                    We provide up-to-date information when it comes to injuries and suspensions. You can find out the latest bans along with the injury news which is going to give you the best possible knowledge when it comes to each match.
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			 Live Streaming

			 		The great news is that you can watch a wide range of sporting events through your online bookmaker account. Simply open a sportsbook account, log in and choose from the matches that are taking place, with the live streams available on desktop, tablet and mobile.

                    The great news is that you can watch a wide range of sporting events through your online bookmaker account. Simply open an account, log in and choose from the matches that are taking place, with streams available on mobile.
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			 Free Bets & Betting Offers

                    
                    When you sign up for a new bookmaker account, there is often the chance to secure a sign-up offer. This could be in the form of a bonus, with the bookies matching your first deposit or bet with a free bet to the same stake.


					It’s a great way of getting started and we offer the best bonuses, betting offers and free bets. Most are based on your first deposit.

                    When you sign up for a new bookmaker account, there is often the chance to secure a sign-up offer. It’s a great way of getting started and we offer the best bonuses, betting offers and free bets. Often based on your first deposit.
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			 Tables & Standings

                    Access the table for over 100 leagues and find out how your favourite football team has been performing this season. Work out the leading teams by going through the standings and establishing the number of wins, draws and losses so far this campaign.


					You can even access home and away tables for these divisions, something that allows you to compare the latest form.

                    Access the table for over 100 leagues and find out how your favourite team has performed this season. You can even access home and away tables for these divisions, something that allows you to compare the latest form.
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			 Fixtures & Results

                    The upcoming fixtures for over 100 football leagues and competitions. Enjoy a team-by-team guide so you can find out when the next games are taking place, while there is also a results section where you can find out the latest scores when the final whistle blows.

                    The upcoming fixtures for over 100 leagues and competitions. Enjoy a team-by-team guide so you can find out when the next games are taking place, while there is also a results section where you can find out the latest scores.
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			 Betting Odds

                    We have the latest and best odds when it comes to a huge number of sports. For each sport, you can also expect a wide range of markets and betting odds. This applies to each of the leagues and competitions that are covered on site.

                     We recommend odds comparison to make sure you always get the best prices, while our odds calculator and odds converter are useful tools.

                    We have the latest and best odds when it comes to a huge number of sports and leagues. We recommend odds comparison to make sure you always get the best prices, while our odds calculator and odds converter are useful tools.

                    
					
					     Odds Calculator
					     Odds Converter
					


		


	

	
					
						
							Date
						

						
							Matches
						

						
							
							1
							
							X
							
							2
						
						
							Bookie
						

					


			
					
							
								
									14:45 - Wed 10 Apr
									Championship
								

								
									Bristol City
									vs
									Blackburn
								

								
									
									+170
									
									+230
									
									+170
								
								
									
										[image: bet365]
									
								

							

							
					
							
								
									14:45 - Wed 10 Apr
									Championship
								

								
									Hull City
									vs
									Middlesbrough
								

								
									
									+137.5
									
									+250
									
									+190
								
								
									
										[image: bet365]
									
								

							

							
					
							
								
									14:45 - Wed 10 Apr
									Championship
								

								
									Ipswich Town
									vs
									Watford
								

								
									
									-188
									
									+333.3
									
									+475
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									14:45 - Wed 10 Apr
									Championship
								

								
									Birmingham
									vs
									Cardiff City
								

								
									
									-118
									
									+250
									
									+333.3
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									14:45 - Wed 10 Apr
									League One
								

								
									Wycombe
									vs
									Derby County
								

								
									
									+375
									
									+300
									
									-143
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									14:45 - Wed 10 Apr
									League One
								

								
									Peterborough
									vs
									Port Vale
								

								
									
									-225
									
									+350
									
									+600
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									15:00 - Wed 10 Apr
									UEFA Champions League
								

								
									Atlético Madrid
									vs
									Dortmund
								

								
									
									-125
									
									+280
									
									+320
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									15:00 - Wed 10 Apr
									UEFA Champions League
								

								
									PSG
									vs
									Barcelona
								

								
									
									-110
									
									+275
									
									+275
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									15:00 - Wed 10 Apr
									Championship
								

								
									West Brom
									vs
									Rotherham
								

								
									
									-450
									
									+500
									
									+1100
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									15:00 - Wed 10 Apr
									Championship
								

								
									Swansea City
									vs
									Stoke City
								

								
									
									+162.5
									
									+240
									
									+162.5
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			T&Cs apply, Gamble Responsibly 18+
			

			

			




    
        
            
            




            
                Transfer News

                Get the latest transfers news when it comes to all the popular football leagues. There are always lots of transfer rumours when the window opens, with gossip surrounding many in-demand star players. Read about the completed signings and loan deals made.
                

                Get the latest transfers news when it comes to all the popular football leagues. Read about the completed signings and loan deals as well as the gossip and transfer rumours surrounding many in-demand star players.


                
                    Premier League
                    Championship
                    La Liga
                    Serie A
                    Bundesliga
                    Ligue 1
                    All Leagues & Competitions
                


            


        

        
            
                 
                    
                        Date
                    

                    Player

                    
                        From
                        
                            
                        
                        To
                    

                    Fee

                    Status

                

                
                
                    
                        10 Apr
                    

                    Luca Zanimacchia

                    
                        Cremonese
                        
                            
                        
                        Cremonese
                    

                    -

                    Contract extension

                

                
                
                    
                        10 Apr
                    

                    Joey Jacobs

                    
                        Almere
                        
                            
                        
                        Almere
                    

                    -

                    Contract extension

                

                
                
                    
                        10 Apr
                    

                    Leonardo Sernicola

                    
                        Cremonese
                        
                            
                        
                        Cremonese
                    

                    -

                    Contract extension

                

                
                
                    
                        10 Apr
                    

                    Frank Tsadjout

                    
                        Cremonese
                        
                            
                        
                        Cremonese
                    

                    -

                    Contract extension

                

                
                
                    
                        10 Apr
                    

                    Philippe Rommens

                    
                        Go Ahead E.
                        
                            
                        
                        Go Ahead E.
                    

                    -

                    Contract extension

                

                
                
                    
                        10 Apr
                    

                    Olivier Dumont

                    
                        Sint-Truiden
                        
                            
                        
                        Sint-Truiden
                    

                    -

                    Contract extension

                

                
                
                    
                        10 Apr
                    

                    Rein Van Helden

                    
                        Sint-Truiden
                        
                            
                        
                        Sint-Truiden
                    

                    -

                    Contract extension

                

                
                
                    
                        10 Apr
                    

                    Kahveh Zahiroleslam

                    
                        Sint-Truiden
                        
                            
                        
                        Sint-Truiden
                    

                    -

                    Contract extension

                

                
                
                    
                        10 Apr
                    

                    Bram van Driel

                    
                        FC Volendam
                        
                            
                        
                        FC Volendam
                    

                    -

                    Contract extension

                

                
                
                    
                        10 Apr
                    

                    Tristan Teuchy

                    
                        Sint-Truiden
                        
                            
                        
                        Sint-Truiden
                    

                    -

                    Contract extension

                

                
	    	

		    






					
						               
						Sportsgambler.com - The Ultimate Sports Betting Guide


Sportsgambler.com is a leading sports betting information website brought to you by a team of industry professionals. Our mission statement has always been simple. To provide you with all the information you need to place informed bets across a wide range of sports and hopefully make a good return on your investment.


The website specialises in free betting tips, predictions, match previews, odds, stats, team news, lineups, injuries, bonus and free bet information. We’ve been shortlisted twice for an EGR Operator Award and more recognition is sure to come considering that we provide readers with a first-class service.


Sportsgambler.com has the most popular sports and leagues covered irrespective of where you are based. This includes Premier League and Champions League football, Indian Premier League cricket, while we showcase ATP and WTA tennis all year round. We also focus on American sports including NFL, NBA basketball, NHL ice hockey and MLB Baseball.


Responsible Gambling is Very Important


It nearly goes without saying that Sportsgambler.com is committed to responsible gambling. Several of our team have worked for various bookmakers and understand that sportsbook customers should only bet with money that they can afford to lose. Readers should also know that when the fun stops, they should stop betting.


Every online bookie is now obliged to give bettors the chance to set deposit limits when they open an account. Existing customers can also log into their account and set these limits at any stage, with daily, weekly or monthly limits available and we recommend everyone doing so.


We believe that online gambling should be a fun and entertaining experience. No bettor is going to win with every bet they place, although by following the advice on this website and using the various information and tools at your disposal, you will give yourself a stronger chance of doing well with your online bets.


As you’ll see from the bottom of our website, we are Gamble Aware and encourage anyone experiencing gambling problems to seek immediate help and ensure that they become self-excluded with any betting site where they hold an account.
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                                                                   The World's Favorite!
                                                       
                                                
                                                
                                                    JOIN THE WORLD'S FAVORITE BETTING SITE!

                                                    Open Account Offer. Bet Credits for new customers at bet365. Min deposit. Bet Credits available for use upon settlement of bets to value of qualifying deposit. Min odds, bet and payment method exclusions apply. Returns exclude Bet Credits stake. Time limits and T&Cs apply. 18+  
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                                                    DAILY BOOSTS & MARKET LEADING ODDS!

                                                    New customers only. T&Cs apply. Gamble responsibly. 18+ 
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            	A team of industry experts has set up SportsGambler.com. These experts have decades of experience working for a variety of bookmakers and we’re now aiming to help punters with their betting.
Some of us are former odds compilers and traders who understand fixed-odds betting markets and where to gain an edge over the operators. We spend a lot of time researching a wide range of sports to unearth the best value bets on a daily basis. Do you have any questions, feel free to contact us.



Gamble responsibly 18+. T&Cs, time limits & exclusions apply. All odds are correct at time of publishing and are subject to change. To use the bookmaker Live Streaming services you will need to be logged in and have a funded account or to have placed a bet in the last 24 hours. Geo-restrictions apply.
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        18+ Gamble Responsibly
    
    


            

    	
        

        
        
	



















    

    




